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OPTIMAL ELLIPTIC REGULARITY: A COMPARISON BETWEEN
LOCAL AND NONLOCAL EQUATIONS
S. MOSCONI
Abstract. Given L ≥ 1, we discuss the problem of determining the highest α = α(L) such
that any solution to a homogeneous elliptic equation in divergence form with ellipticity ratio
bounded by L is in Cαloc. This problem can be formulated both in the classical and non-local
framework. In the classical case it is known that α(L) & exp(−CLβ), for some C, β ≥ 1
depending on the dimension N ≥ 3. We show that in the non-local case, α(L) & L−1−δ for
all δ > 0.
1. Introduction
The aim of this short note is to highlight some analogies and differences between the Ho¨lder
regularity theory for elliptic equations in divergence form with measurable coefficients in the
classical and non-local setting respectively. To this end, let us recall some well known results.
Suppose that A(x) = (aij(x)) is an N ×N symmetric matrix with measurable coefficients,
satisfying for some 0 < λ ≤ Λ the ellipticity condition
(1.1) λ|ξ|2 ≤
N∑
i,j=1
aij(x)ξiξj ≤ Λ|ξ|2, ∀x ∈ B1, ξ ∈ RN .
If u ∈W 1,2(B1), B1 being the unit ball centered at 0, weakly solves
(1.2) div(A(x)∇u) = 0
in B1, then, the De Giorgi-Nash-Moser theorem states that u is Ho¨lder continuous in B1/2. A
well known open problem in this framework is to determine the so-called best Ho¨lder exponent1
for a given ellipticity ratio L = Λ/λ. To precisely state the problem, let
HL =
{
u ∈W 1,2(B1) : ∃ aij satisfying (1.1) with Λ
λ
≤ L, s.t. u solves (1.2)}.
By the linearity and homogeneity of the equation, we can multiply (1.2) by λ−1, so that we
can assume λ = 1 in (1.1) (and then Λ = L). The best Ho¨lder exponent for solutions of elliptic
equations with a given ellipticity ratio L is
α¯(N,L) := sup
{
α : HL ⊆ Cαloc(B1)
}
.
In [17], the following is proved:
α¯(2, L) =
1√
L
, α¯(N,L) <
N − 1
N − 2
1
L
if N ≥ 3.
It is conjectured that α¯(N,L) = C(N)/L, but the problem of determining α¯(N,L) for N ≥ 3
is open up to now. The best available lower bound on α¯ can be found keeping trace of the
1Technically, is should be called worst Ho¨lder exponent, however the adjective ”best” is more used in the
literature.
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constants in the various proofs of the De Giorgi-Nash-Moser theorem: as it turns out (in all
three proofs!), one finds for N ≥ 3
(1.3) α¯(N,L) ≥ exp(−C Lβ), C = C(N), β = β(N) > 1,
which is of course (exponentially) far from the known upper bound.
Let us mention that after the work of Moser [14], many Ho¨lder regularity results are nowa-
days derived from the Harnack inequality. Indeed, any positive solution of (1.2) in a ball Br
satisfies
sup
Br/2
u ≤ cH inf
Br/2
u
for a constant cH independent of r. By a standard argument, this implies that any solution
of (1.2) satisfies
osc(u, 2−(n+1)) ≤ cH − 1
cH + 1
osc(u, 2−n), n ≥ 1
(here osc(u, r) = supBr u− infBr u), which in turn gives the oscillation estimate
osc(u, r) ≤ C osc(u, 1) rαH , αH ≃ 1
cH
.
In other words, the best (scale invariant) Harnack constant for (1.2) bounds the inverse of the
best Ho¨lder exponent. Unfortunately, it is well known that the best Harnack constant is in
fact exponential in the ellipticity ratio: for example, the function u(x, y) = e
√
Lx cos y satisfies
(1.2) for
A =
(
1 0
0 L
)
but for any r ≤ 1 it holds
sup
Br
u = e
√
Lr, inf
Br
u ≤ e−
√
Lr, cH = sup
0<r<1
supBr u
infBr u
≥ e2
√
L.
This example shows that one cannot get rid of the exponential in (1.3) by proving a scale
invariant Harnack inequality 2 and it is not so surprising that the methods in [5] [16] and [13]
give the bound (1.3) since each technique actually proves a Harnack inequality as well (see
[6], [8] and [14], respectively).
Our main result shows that the nonlocal analogue of (1.2) seems to enjoy better properties
than (1.2) itself. By a non-local analogue of solutions to (1.2) we mean local minimizers of
the non-local functional
(1.4)
∫
R2N
a(x, y)
(u(x) − u(y))2
|x− y|N+2s dx dy,
as opposed to local minimizers of
(1.5)
∫
Ω
∣∣A1/2∇u∣∣2dx
giving rise to solutions of (1.2). Let us recall in this regard that, for suitable a(x, y), (1.4)
approximates (1.5) in a suitable sense when s → 1. This can be seen, at least for what
concerns pointwise convergence, through [2, Corollary 1] (see also [3, Theorem 3.1]): if 0 <
λ ≤ a(x) ≤ Λ, then
lim
s→1
∫
R2N
(1− s)a(x)(u(x) − u(y))
2
|x− y|N+2s dx = C(N)
∫
Ω
a(x)|∇u|2, ∀u ∈W 1,20 (Ω).
2By scale invariant we mean with a constant independent on r for small r.
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In turn, isotropic functionals (i.e. (1.5) with aij(x) = a(x)δij) are dense with respect to
Mosco-convergence in the set of general elliptic functionals (1.5) by [15] (see also [4] for a
more general density result and references).
Notice that, when looking at local minimizers of (1.4), we can always suppose that a(x, y)
is symmetric, since∫
R2N
a(x, y)
(u(x) − u(y))2
|x− y|N+2s dx dy =
∫
R2N
a(x, y) + a(y, x)
2
(u(x) − u(y))2
|x− y|N+2s dx dy.
In this framework, the ellipticity condition (1.1) reads λ ≤ a(x, y) ≤ Λ, which implies the
same condition of the symmetrized coefficient
k(x, y) =
a(x, y) + a(y, x)
2
.
Local minimizers of (1.4) in, say, B1, satisfy
(1.6)
∫
R2N
(u(x)− u(y))(ϕ(x) − ϕ(y)) k(x, y) dx dy|x− y|N+2s = 0 ∀ϕ ∈W
s,2
0 (B1),
where
(1.7) W s,20 (B1) =
{
v ∈ L1(RN ) : v ≡ 0 in RN \B1, [v]s < +∞
}
,
and
[v]s =
(∫
R2N
(v(x)− v(y))2
|x− y|N+2s dx dy
)1/2
.
Normalizing, we will suppose henceforth
(1.8) 1 ≤ k(x, y) = k(y, x) ≤ L = Λ
λ
for a.e. x, y.
We can now state our main result, in a simplified version (for the full result see Theorem
4.3).
Theorem 1.1. Let u ∈ L∞(RN ) be such that [u]s < +∞ and (1.6) holds under condition
(1.8) on k. Then for any δ > 0, u ∈ Cαδ(B1/2) with αδ = aδ/L1+δ.
Let us notice that the De Giorgi-Nash-Moser regularity theory for equations like (1.6)
has already been developed in [11], [7]. The method of proof in these papers is usually a
(nontrivial) modification of the De Giorgi-Moser approach, and therefore provides a much
smaller Ho¨lder exponent than ours, namely, the one given in (1.3). The main point of our
result is therefore the improvement, in the non-local case, of the (inverse of the) best Ho¨lder
exponent from exponential in L to almost linear in L. This is mainly due to a weak Harnack
inequality which is proved, much in the spirit of [9], [10], through a non-local barrier argument,
a method which avoids the usual De Giorgi-Moser arguments. We remark that the obtained
Ho¨lder exponent blows down as s→ 1−, i.e. our estimates are exclusively non-local.
Let us finally mention that, starting from the seminal work of Bass and Levine [1], a
huge literature has grown around the regularity theory for some related non-local equations,
which, very roughly speaking, may be seen as the non-local counterpart of non-divergence form
elliptic equations, see [18, Section 3.6] for a discussion. The interested reader can consult the
bibliographic references in [19].
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we will describe the functional analytic
framework we will work in. Section 3 is devoted to a lower bound of the torsion function, i.e.,
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the solution v of∫
R2N
(v(x)− v(y))(ϕ(x) − ϕ(y)) k(x, y) dx dy|x− y|N+2s =
∫
RN
ϕdx, ∀ϕ ∈W s,20 (B1).
Despite v being, strictly speaking, a supersolution of (1.6), the non-local nature of the
equation allows to use it as a lower barrier to (1.6), when suitably modified away from B1.
This idea will be realized in section 4, giving a weak Harnack inequality and, eventually, the
claimed Ho¨lder exponent.
2. Preliminaries
In all the paper N ≥ 1, s ∈ ]0, 1[, L ≥ 1 will be fixed. We also fix k(x, y) satisfying (1.8),
and for simplicity we let
(2.1) dµ =
k(x, y)
|x− y|N+2s dx dy.
All constants, unless otherwise specified, will depend on N and s only, and are allowed to
change value from line to line keeping the same symbol, as long as this dependance is unaltered.
When a constant depends also on some other parameter δ, it will be denoted as, say, Cδ, i.e.
Cδ = C(N, s, δ).
For any A ⊆ RN we will set Ac = RN \A and Br ⊆ RN will denote the open ball of radius
r > 0, centered at 0. For simplicity, supA u and infA u will denote the essential supremum
and infimum of u on a measurable set A, and ‖u‖∞ will be the L∞(RN ) of u. For any a ∈ R,
we also let a+ = max{a, 0}, a− = min{a, 0}.
Given any3 open Ω ⊆ RN and measurable u : Ω→ R, we define the Gagliardo semi-norms
[u]s,Ω :=
(∫
Ω×Ω
(u(x)− u(y))2
|x− y|N+2s dx dy
)1/2
, [u]s := [u]s,RN
and the corresponding functional spaces
W˜ s,2(Ω) :=
{
u : ∃A ⊃ Ω, A open, s.t. [u]s,A +
∫
Ac
|u(x)|
1 + |x|N+2s dx < +∞
}
.
Clearly, as long as u ∈ L∞(RN ), the second condition in the previous definition is trivially
satisfied. The space W s,20 (Ω) is defined as in (1.7), substituting B1 with Ω, and its dual is
denoted by W−s,2(Ω). Suitably modifying [9, Lemma 2.3], we see that for any u ∈ W˜ s,2(Ω),
the functional
W s,20 (Ω) ∋ ϕ 7→
∫
R2N
(u(x) − u(y))(ϕ(x) − ϕ(y)) dµ =: 〈Ku, ϕ〉
is linear and continuous in W s,20 (Ω), where µ is defined in (2.1) and k fulfills (1.8). Therefore
the notation used for K above is well posed when 〈 , 〉 denotes the duality bracket of W s,20 (Ω)
and K : W˜ s,2(Ω)→W−s,2(Ω) is clearly a linear operator. Using the linearity of the equation
it is therefore possible to solve any Dirichlet problem of the form{
Ku = 0 in Ω,
u = u0 in Ω
c
3For our purposes Ω will always be a ball, so that delicate issues for the defined space when Ω is irregu-
lar/unbounded are not relevant here
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for any given u0 ∈ W˜ s,2(Ω), simply minimizing the convex coercive functional
W s,20 (Ω) ∋ v 7→
1
2
[v]2s + 〈Ku0, v〉
and letting u = v + u0 ∈ W˜ s,2(Ω). This setting also gives a meaning to inequalities such as
Ku ≥ f in Ω for u ∈ W˜ s,2(Ω), f ∈W−s,2(Ω) by testing with nonnegative ϕ ∈W s,20 (Ω).
We will make use of the following comparison principle, obtained by a slight modification
of [9, Proposition 2.10].
Proposition 2.1. (Comparison Principle) Let Ω be bounded and u, v ∈ W˜ s,2(Ω) be such that{
〈Ku, ϕ〉 ≤ 〈Kv, ϕ〉 ∀ϕ ∈W s,20 (Ω), ϕ ≥ 0
u ≤ v in Ωc.
Then u ≤ v in RN .
3. Lower bound on the torsion function
This section is devoted to obtain a lower bound, in terms of the ellipticity ratio L, for the
torsion function, namely the solution to Ku = 1 with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We do
not know wether the following proposition holds with δ = 0, a fact that would eventually
provide a Ho¨lder exponent of order 1/L in Theorem 1.1
Proposition 3.1. Assume that (1.8) holds and let u weakly solve
(3.1)
{
Ku = 1 in Br,
u ≡ 0 in Bcr.
Then for any δ > 0 there exists a constant cδ = c(N, s, δ) such that
(3.2) inf
Br/2
u ≥ cδ r
2s
L1+δ
.
Proof. First we show that by a scaling argument we can suppose r = 1. Let u solve (3.1) and
define
u(r)(x) = u(rx), k(r)(x, y) = k(rx, ry)
and K(r) the corresponding linear operator. Then by changing variables it follows that u(r) ∈
W s,20 (B1) satisfies K(r)u(r) = r2s, while clearly k(r) still satisfies the bounds (1.8). The linearity
of the equation then gives that u(r)r
−2s satisfies (3.1) in B1, which gives the general statement
(3.2). Therefore we will suppose henceforth that r = 1.
Step 1: Caccioppoli inequality for negative powers of u.
By the weak minimum principle it holds u ≥ 0 in B1. We fix ε > 0 and let uε = u+ ε. For
any ρ2 < ρ1 < 1, we choose a cutoff function
(3.3) η ∈ C∞c (Bρ1 , [0, 1]), η ≡ 1 in Bρ2 |∇η| ≤
C
ρ1 − ρ2
and for any β > 1 we test the equation with ηβ+1u−βε obtaining∫
RN
η2
uβε
dx =
∫
R2N
(u(x)− u(y))
(
ηβ+1(x)
uβε (x)
− η
β+1(y)
uβε (y)
)
dµ.
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We employ [11, Lemma 2.5], to obtain the pointwise inequality
(uε(x)− uε(y))
(
ηβ+1(y)
uβε (y)
− η
β+1(x)
uβε (x)
)
≥ η(x)η(y)
β − 1
(
(
η(x)
uε(x)
)
β−1
2 − ( η(y)
uε(y)
)
β−1
2
)2
− 4β (η(x) − η(y))2
(
(
η(x)
uε(x)
)β−1 + (
η(y)
uε(y)
)β−1
)
.
which gives ∫
RN
η2
uβε
dx+
∫
R2N
η(x)η(y)
β − 1
(
(
η(x)
uε(x)
)
β−1
2 − ( η(y)
uε(y)
)
β−1
2
)2
dµ
≤ 4β
∫
R2N
(η(x) − η(y))2
(
(
η(x)
uε(x)
)β−1 + (
η(y)
uε(y)
)β−1
)
dµ.
(3.4)
The right hand side can be bounded using the symmetry and structure of µ as∫
R2N
(η(x)− η(y))2
[(
η(x)
uε(x)
)β−1
+
(
η(y)
uε(y)
)β−1]
dµ
≤ 2L
∫
R2N
(η(x) − η(y))2
|x− y|N+2s
(
η(x)
uε(x)
)β−1
dxdy
and estimating the integral in y through [12, Lemma 2.3], which gives∫
R2N
(η(x) − η(y))2
|x− y|N+2s
(
η(x)
uε(x)
)β−1
dx dy ≤ C Lip(η)2s
∫
RN
(
η
uε
)β−1
dx
≤ C
(ρ1 − ρ2)2s
∫
Bρ1
u1−βε dx.
(3.5)
We bound the left hand side of (3.4) from below using Sobolev-Poincare´ inequality as follows:
∫
RN
η2
uβε
dx+
∫
R2N
η(x)η(y)
β − 1
( η(x)
uε(x)
)β−1
2 −
(
η(y)
uε(y)
)β−1
2
2 dµ
≥
∫
Bρ2
u−βε dx+ β
−1
∫
Bρ2×Bρ2
(
u
1−β
2
ε (x)− u
1−β
2
ε (y)
)2 dx dy
|x− y|N+2s
≥
∫
Bρ2
u−βε dx+ Cβ
−1
(∫
Bρ2
u
2∗ 1−β
2
ε dx
) 2
2∗
− Cβ
−1
ρ2s2
∫
Bρ2
u1−βε dx.
(3.6)
Inserting (3.5) and (3.6) into (3.4) and rearranging, we obtain the following Caccioppoli
inequality:
(3.7)
∫
Bρ2
u−βε dx+ β
−1
(∫
Bρ2
u
2∗ 1−β
2
ε dx
) 2
2∗
≤ CL
(
β
(ρ2 − ρ1)2s +
β−1
ρ2s1
)∫
Bρ1
u1−βε dx.
Step 2: The iteration.
We first iterate (3.7) neglecting the second term on the left. We fix a large m ∈ N to be
chosen later and let
ρi =
2
3
+
1
6
m− i
m
, i = 1, . . . ,m.
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From (3.7) we infer∫
Bρm
u−mε dx ≤ LC
∫
Bρm−1
u−m+1ε dx ≤ · · · ≤ Lm−1Cm
∫
Bρ1
u−1ε dx,
where the constant on the left hand side satisfies
Cm ≤ Cmm!m2sm,
thus giving, raising the previous estimate to the 1/m-power,
(3.8) ‖u−1ε ‖Lm(B2/3) ≤ C
1
m
m L
1− 1
m ‖u−1ε ‖1/mL1(B5/6).
Next, we follow the standard Moser iteration starting from the power m and ignoring the first
term on the left of (3.7). We let γ = 2
∗
2 > 1,
ρi =
1
2
+
2−i
6
, i ≥ 0
and use (3.7) with β − 1 = t > 1 to obtain(∫
Bρi+1
u−γtε dx
) 2
2∗
≤ C t2L
(
1
(ρi+1 − ρi)2s +
1
ρ2si
)∫
Bρi
u−tε dx
≤ C 4
ist2L
r2s
∫
Bρi
u−tε dx.
The latter can be rewritten as
‖u−1ε ‖Lγt(Bri+1 ) ≤
(
C 4ist2L
r2s
)1/t
‖u−1ε ‖Lt(Bri ),
so that, for ti = γ
im, i ≥ 0, we have
‖u−1ε ‖Lti+1 (Bri+1 ) ≤
(
C 4ist2iL
)1/ti ‖u−1ε ‖Lti(Bri ).
This can be iterated estimating the infinite product (we precisely compute only the relevant
one) as
sup
B1/2
u−1ε ≤ lim
i→+∞
‖u−1ε ‖Lti+1 (Bri+1 ) ≤ C
+∞∏
i=0
L1/ti‖u−1ε ‖Lm(B2/3)
≤ C L 1m γγ−1 ‖u−1ε ‖Lm(B2/3).
Applying (3.8) on the right hand side, we obtain
(3.9) sup
B1/2
u−1ε ≤ CmL1−
1
m
+ 1
m
γ
γ−1 ‖u−1ε ‖1/mL1(B5/6).
Step 3: Conclusion.
Finally we estimate the right hand side of (3.9) testing the equation with η2/uε, for η as
in (3.3), with ρ2 = 5/6 and ρ1 = 1. The following elementary inequality holds for a, b > 0,
c, d ≥ 0:
(a− b)
(
c2
a
− d
2
b
)
= c2 + d2 −
(
b
a
c2 +
a
b
d2
)
≤ (c− d)2.
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The latter inequality immediately yields∫
RN
η2
uε
dx =
∫
R2N
(u(x)− u(y))
(
η2(x)
uε(x)
− η
2(y)
uε(y)
)
dµ ≤
∫
R2N
(η(x) − η(y))2dµ ≤ CL,
so that
(3.10)
∫
B5/6
u−1ε dx ≤ C L.
Inserting into (3.9) and letting ε→ 0 gives
sup
B1/2
u−1 ≤ CmL1+
1
m
1
γ−1 ,
which, rearranged, gives (3.2) being m arbitrarily large. 
Remark 3.2. The previous proof is completely local in nature and a similar estimate holds
true for the torsion function associated to elliptic equations with measurable coefficients. In
this more classical framework it may be interesting to know wether an optimal bound from
below is true without the δ mentioned in the proposition. More precisely, if A = (aij) is
measurable and symmetric and u is the weak solution of{
div(A∇u) = 1 in B1,
u = 0 in ∂B1,
with |ξ|2 ≤ aijξiξj ≤ L|ξ|2,
one may ask if there exists a constant c = c(N) such that
inf
B1/2
u ≥ c(N)
L
.
Remark 3.3. The dependance of cδ on s as s→ 1− can be singled out as follows. In estimate
(3.5) one has (see the dependance in [12, Lemma 2.3]) C = C(N)/(1− s). Hence in (3.8) we
have Cm = C˜m(N)/(1 − s)1− 1m . Similarly, in (3.10), one has C = C(N)/(1 − s). Moreover,
due to [2, 3] the Sobolev-Poincare´ embedding can be written as
c(N)‖v‖2L2∗ (Br) ≤ (1− s)[v]
2
s +
C(N)
r2s
‖v‖2L2(Br)
so that the second part of the iteration is independent of s. Following the proof one eventually
gets cδ = (1− s)c˜(N, δ). This is consistent with the case k(x, y) ≡ 1 and K = (−∆)s: indeed,
if u ∈ W s,20 (Br) solves (−∆)sus = 1, then (1 − s)us → u as s → 1−, where u is the classical
torsion function for the Laplacian.
4. Proof of the main result
We start with the core nonlocal estimate providing a weak Harnack inequality with best
constant of order L1+δ, δ > 0. The fact that we allow arbitrary K ≥ 0 in the statement is
essential in order to deal with tail terms later in Corollary 4.2, where we localize the condition
u ≥ 0 in RN .
Lemma 4.1 (Weak Harnack inequality). Let (1.8) holds and u ∈ W˜ s,2(BR) satisfies
(4.1)
{
Ku ≥ −K weakly in BR
u ≥ 0 in RN , R > 0, K ≥ 0.
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Then, for any δ > 0 there exists σδ = σ(N, s, δ) ∈ (0, 1) such that
(4.2) inf
BR/2
u ≥ σδ
L1+δ
(
−
∫
B2R\B3R/2
u dx− CKR2s
)
,
where C = C(N).
Proof. By the scaling argument described at the beginning of Proposition 3.1, we can assume
R = 1. Let v solve (3.1) in B1, choose λ ∈ (0, 1) (to be determined later) and set
M = −
∫
B2\B3/2
u dx, w = λMv + χB2\B3/2u.
Since χB2\B3/2u ∈ W˜ s,2(B1), we can compute K(χB2\B3/2u), setting for simplicity χ =
χB2\B3/2 . For any ϕ ∈W s,20 (B1), ϕ ≥ 0, it holds∫
R2N
(χ(x)u(x) − χ(y)u(y))(ϕ(x) − ϕ(y)) dµ = −2
∫
B1×Bc1
ϕ(x)χ(y)u(y) dµ
where we used the symmetry of µ and the fact that supp(χu) ⊆ B2 \Bc3/2. Since both u and
ϕ are nonnegative and |x− y| ≤ 7/2 for x ∈ B1 and y ∈ Bc3/2, we have∫
B1×Bc1
ϕ(x)χ(y)u(y) dµ =
∫
B1×(B2\B3/2)
ϕ(x)u(y) dµ ≥ θ−
∫
B2\B3/2
u dy
∫
B1
ϕdx,
for some θ = θ(N) < 1, which implies
K(χB2\B3/2u) ≤ −2θM weakly in B1.
Therefore, by linearity and Kv = 1,
Kw ≤M(λ− 2θ) weakly in B1.
We choose λ = θ in the definition of w and, for δ > 0, let cδ ∈ ]0, 1] be the constant given
in Proposition 3.1. We claim that (4.2) holds with σδ = θ cδ, C = 1/θ. Indeed, if K = 0 in
(4.1), we observe that
Kw ≤ −θM ≤ 0 ≤ Ku weakly in B1, w ≤ u in Bc1,
so that the weak comparison principle implies u ≥ w in B1. In particular
(4.3) inf
B1/2
u ≥ θM inf
B1/2
v ≥ θ cδ
L1+δ
−
∫
B2\B3/2
u dx
by Proposition 3.1. If K > 0, we can use linearity to reduce to K = 1 and prove
(4.4) inf
B1/2
u ≥ θ cδ
L1+δ
(
M − 1
θ
)
.
Clearly we can suppose that M ≥ 1/θ, since otherwise the right hand side of (4.4) is negative
and the inequality is trivially satisfied since u ≥ 0 in B1 by assumption. In this case
Kw ≤ −θM ≤ −1 ≤ Ku weakly in B1
and the (stronger) conclusion (4.3) follows as before by comparison.

We now weaken the global condition u ≥ 0 in RN assumed in the previous lemma. To this
end we define
Tail(u,R) = R2s
∫
Bc
R
|u|
|y|N+2s dy.
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Corollary 4.2. Let (1.8) holds. For any δ > 0 there exists σδ = σ(N, s, δ) ∈ ]0, 1[, Cδ =
C(N, s, δ) ≥ 0 such that any u ∈ W˜ s,2(BR) satisfying{
Ku = 0 weakly in BR
u ≥ 0 in B2R,
R > 0,
fulfills
(4.5) inf
BR/2
u ≥ σδ
L1+δ
−
∫
B2R\B3R/2
u dx− Cδ
Lδ
Tail(u−, 2R).
Proof. We bound Ku− in BR as follows: since u− ≡ 0 in B2R, for any ϕ ∈W s,20 (BR), ϕ ≥ 0,
it holds ∫
R2N
(u−(x)− u−(y))(ϕ(x) − ϕ(y)) dµ = −2
∫
BR×Bc2R
ϕ(x)u−(y) dµ
≤ L
∫
BR×Bc2R
ϕ(x)|u−(y)|
|x− y|N+2s dx dy.
Noting that |x− y| ≥ |y|/2 for x ∈ BR and y ∈ B2R, we see that
K(u−) ≤ CL
∫
Bc
2R
|u−|
|y|N+2s dy weakly in BR
for some C = C(N). Thus, since u = u+ + u−, it holds
K(u+) = −Ku− ≥ −CL
∫
Bc
2R
|u−|
|y|N+2s dy
and applying (4.2) to u+ gives the claim.

Now we are ready to prove the main result. The condition u ∈ L∞(RN ) is assumed only
for simplicity, allowing the bound Tail(u,R) ≤ C‖u‖∞.
Theorem 4.3. Let (1.8) hold and u ∈ W˜ s,2(B1)∩L∞(RN ) weakly solve Ku = 0 in B1. Then,
for any δ > 0 there exist Cδ ≥ 0, aδ ∈ ]0, 2s[ such that
osc(u, r) ≤ CδL ‖u‖∞ raδ/L1+δ , r ≤ 1
Proof. Let δ > 0 be fixed and, since the equation is linear, suppose also that ‖u‖∞ = 1. By
the monotonicity of r 7→ osc(u, r), it suffices to prove the estimate for the radii ri = 4−i, i ≥ 0.
To this end we set for simplicity
Bi = Bri , Ai = Bri \B3ri/4,
and claim by induction that there exist α > 0, k > 0, and corresponding sequences {Mi}i,
{mi}i (the dependance of the latters on the parameters will be omitted) such that, for all
i ≥ 0, it holds
(4.6) Mi ≥ sup
Bi
u ≥ inf
Bi
u ≥ mi, mi ≤ mi+1 ≤Mi+1 ≤Mi, Mi −mi = k rαi .
The dependance of α and k on L and δ will be determined later through various conditions.
Since ‖u‖∞ = 1, the inductive basis will be satisfied for
(4.7) M0 = −m0 = k, k ≥ 2.
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Suppose that {Mi} and {mi} are chosen for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Notice that Mn − u and u−mn both
satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 4.2 for R = rn/2, hence
inf
Bn+1
(Mn − u) ≥ σδ
L1+δ
−
∫
An
(Mn − u) dx− Cδ
Lδ
Tail((Mn − u)−, rn),
inf
Bn+1
(u−mn) ≥ σδ
L1+δ
−
∫
An
(u−mn) dx− Cδ
Lδ
Tail((u−mn)−, rn),
so that, adding up, we get
Mn −mn − osc(u, rn+1) = inf
Bn+1
(Mn − u) + inf
Bn+1
(u−mn)
≥ σδ
L1+δ
(Mn −mn)− Cδ
Lδ
(
Tail((Mn − u)−, rn) + Tail((u−mn)−, rn)
)
.
Rearranging, we get
osc(u, rn+1) ≤
(
1− σδ
L1+δ
)
(Mn −mn) + Cδ
Lδ
(
Tail((Mn − u)−, rn) + Tail((u−mn)−, rn)
)
.
The tail terms can be estimated by strong induction as in the proof of [9, Theorem 5.4], giving
for α < 2s,
Tail((Mn − u)−, rn) ≤ C
(
k S(α) rαn + r
2s
n
)
,
where
S(α) =
+∞∑
h=0
4αh − 1
42sh
=
1
1− 4α−2s −
1
1− 4−2s ≤ Cα.
Therefore, being rn < 1, for α < 2s we get, by the induction hypothesis and rn = 4rn+1,
osc(u, rn+1) ≤
(
1− σδ
L1+δ
)
(Mn −mn) + Cδ
Lδ
(
k α rαn + r
2s
n
)
≤ k
[
4α
(
1− σδ
L1+δ
)
+
Cδ
Lδ
α
]
rαn+1 +
Cδ
Lδ
rαn+1.
(4.8)
We start choosing α = aδ/L
1+δ such that
(4.9) 4α
(
1− σδ
L1+δ
)
≤ 1− σδ
2L1+δ
,
i.e.
(4.10) α ≤ log4
(
1 +
σδ
2L1+δ − 2σδ
)
.
Observe that for L ≥ 1, 12 ≥ σδ (which we may assume), there exists a constant aδ such that
the previous inequality is satisfied for all α ≤ aδ/L1+δ , thus giving (4.9). Eventually choosing
a smaller aδ (depending only on δ), it also holds
4α
(
1− σδ
L1+δ
)
+
Cδ
Lδ
α ≤ 1− σδ
2L1+δ
+
Cδ aδ
L1+2δ
≤ 1− σδ
4L1+δ
,
so that for α = aδ/L
1+δ, (4.8) becomes
osc(u, rn+1) ≤ k
(
1− σδ
4L1+δ
)
rαn+1 +
Cδ
Lδ
rαn+1.
Finally we choose
k = L
4Cδ
σδ
,
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to get
osc(u, rn+1) ≤ k rαn+1,
which ensures that Mn+1 and mn+1 can be constructed satisfying (4.6). 
Remark 4.4. It is worth outlining the dependance of aδ on s as s→ 1. As already pointed
out, our exponent blows down as s→ 1−. Indeed, using remark 3.3, one gets σδ, Cδ ≃ (1− s)
in (4.5). The only relevant place where (1−s) is involved in the choice of the Ho¨lder exponent
is therefore (4.10), which forces aδ(s) = a˜(N, δ)(1 − s).
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